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Well… we all knew this day of 
reckoning was coming.

•ARMS III Statistician: Michael Landis

•ARMS III Backup Statistician: Robert 
Sanchez

•Census of Agriculture Statistician: 
Jennifer Johnson



Tuesday Agenda
• Opening Remarks: Michael Landis, ARMS III Statistician

• Management Remarks: Chris Messer, Director – Pacific 
Regional Office.

• NASDA Administration & Other Topics: Jennifer Johnson, 
Lor’rie White, Kelly Mackey

• What is a farm?

• ARMS III Changes & Sections 1 through 4. Maybe more.



ARMS III – Workshop Overview

• Importance of ARMS III
• Importance of marketing the survey and the value this data is to our farmers 

in this state.

• The Impact of ARMS III
• Why our farmers should be informed and need to interact with the people 

that make policy decisions.

• These two points will be addressed throughout the school and our 
presentations. 

• The Questionnaire

• Multiple Breakout Sessions



ARMS III – Workshop Overview
Differences from Last Year

• The Questionnaire
• Both the Wheat and Regular Cost and Returns Report were modified so 

completion of ARMS III means the mandatory requirement to do Census has 
been fulfilled.
• There are exceptions in the cases of 85/45 and other Multiple Operation Situations.

• The Workshop
• Especially regarding the Livestock and Commodity Sections, Sections 5 

through 18.

• We will go through the questionnaire in order. However, we will break it up 
and have different presentations in between sections.
• Much greater focus on selling this survey.



Management Remarks

Pacific Regional Office 
Director

Chris Messer



NASDA Topics

Administration Comments

Lor’rie White & Kelly Mackey

iSolved
Jennifer Johnson



iSolved Tips

Kelly Mackey

Budget & Accounting Technician



Logging In



WWW. NASDA.ORG/NASS







Not at correct website or 

wrong user name



Checking your 

Timesheet









Making Updates using 

Employee Self-Service





How to find W2



iSOLVED

T I M E S H E E T  R E M I N D E R S , T H E  S I C K  L E AV E  

P R O C E S S  A N D  T H E  A P P R OVA L  P R O C E S S



TIMESHEET REMINDERS

PLEASE 

REVIEW 

your 

timesheet 

carefully.  

Too often I 

receive 

timesheets 

with 

‘Double 

Counted’ 

time.



TIMESHEET REMINDERS

Adding Time 

and Notes

Enter time 

OFTEN

Double 

check 

Project 

codes

(Notes: 

Short and to 

the point)

Home, Fairfield, 

Home

Training



TIMESHEET REMINDERS

Mileage, 

M&IE, 

Cell, 

Other 

Expenses, 

and 

Project 

Codes.

Sacramento, Elk Grove



TIME OFF REQUESTS/ SICK LEAVE



TIME OFF REQUESTS/ SICK LEAVE
ENTER THESE AS 

SOON AS 

POSSIBLE

INFORM YOUR 

SUPERVISOR 

RIGHT AWAY

YOU CANNOT 

VERIFY YOUR 

TIMESHEET UNTIL 

I APPROVE YOUR 

LEAVE



TIME OFF REQUESTS/ SICK LEAVE   
- SUPERVISOR



TIME OFF REQUESTS/ SICK LEAVE   
- SUPERVISOR



TIME OFF REQUESTS/ SICK LEAVE   
- SUPERVISOR



TIME OFF REQUESTS/ SICK LEAVE   
- SUPERVISOR

Employee Name

Employee Employee Name



TIME OFF REQUESTS/ SICK LEAVE   
- SUPERVISOR



TIME OFF REQUESTS/ SICK LEAVE
- MANAGER (NASDA COORDINATOR)

• I have to repeat the same steps as the Supervisors

•Then the enumerator can go back and Verify their 

timesheet



THE APPROVAL PROCESS

Once you 

have 

correctly 

entered 

your time 

for the 

two 

weeks, you 

can Verify 

your 

timesheet.



THE APPROVAL PROCESS



THE APPROVAL PROCESS



THE APPROVAL PROCESS



THE APPROVAL PROCESS

When ANYONE changes ANYTHING on a 

timesheet, after the Verification Process has 

begun, ALL Verifications are deleted.  

The process must start over from the 

beginning.

Please inform your supervisor as soon as

you have re-verified your timesheet.



PACIFIC REGIONAL FIELD OFFICE CONTACTS
NASDA Coordinator Jennifer Johnson (916) 738-6632

NASDA Coordinator – OM 

Enumerators

Lena Schwedler (916) 738-6618

Surveys Group Leader: Juan Albelo (916) 738-6605

Estimates Group Leaders: Jeff Olson, Jennifer Van Court & Kelly Albelo

Help with Timesheets: Jennifer J. (916) 738-6632

iSolved Password Resets: Lor’rie White (Sr. BAT) or Kelly Mackey (BAT) (916) 738-6604 – L

Completed Hiring Forms: Lor’rie or Kelly M. (916) 738-6611 – K

Promotions: Lor’rie or Kelly M.

Accident Reports: Lor’rie or Kelly M.

General Supplies: Lor’rie or Kelly M.

OM Supplies: Jennifer VC (916) 738-6608

CAPI/MOST Accounts: Roberto Sanchez-Silva (CAPI Point of 

Contact)

(916) 738-6636

iPads: Roberto

UPS Labels: Dennis Myers (Survey Office Automation) (916) 738-6627

Hiring Packets: Dennis

ID & Business Cards: Dennis



TOTAL/ARMS III

Screening and farm definition

What are “Farm Operations” 
and how are they selected?



Farms

•Definition from the Oxford World Dictionary.
• Noun: An area of land and its buildings used for growing 

crops and rearing animals, typically the control of one 
owner or manager. 
• Not terribly useful, especially for the United States Department 

of Agriculture. 



Farms and Farm Operations

• The USDA and NASS define a farm operation very differently.
• Farm Operation: Any operation that makes or has the potential to 

make $1,000 in direct sales of agricultural products. 
• Statistically, this is our population.

• It is a very inclusive definition.

• As long as the potential exists, you are a farm operation even if the 
respondent has never operated a farm or ranch.



•Problems with an inclusive definitions.
• Sampling people that own a couple of farm animals as 

pets.
• Sampling people that have not been farming for years but 

still have the land.
• Sampling people that only have personal gardens for 

home use.
• Sampling people that have 4 horses and 20 acres of 

pasture.



•Pros of having an inclusive definition.
• Capture smaller operations that do provide direct sales of 

agricultural products.
• “1000 grains of sand is still a small pile of sand.”
• Smaller farm operations and hobby farms are competing 

for the same resources (fertilizer, water, etc.) but are 
buying them at retail value, not wholesale.



Has NASS tried to change the definition?

•Short answer, yes.

• In the late 90s, as told by our previous NASS 
administrator, Joe Reilly.

•Obviously not successful.

•Why?



SCREENING

• The baseline for operations sampled for ARMS Phase 
III were as follow:
• Had or has the potential of generating $1,000 dollars in 

direct sales of agricultural products.
• Was in business in 2017.

• This was accomplished by two other surveys. 

• ARMS Phase 1 Survey.

• June Area Survey



SCREENING

• What determines the potential for $1,000 
dollars in direct sales of agriculture?
• Multiple factors.

• Land Use: Abandoned Crops, Cover Crops, Idle Cropland, 
Summer Fallow.

• Government Payments.

• Pasture and Rangeland.

• Field Crops such as Barley, Corn, Wheat.

• Hay

• Woodland Crops

• Many others. See your handout. 



SCREENING

• See Handout.
• Each crop, land use, etc. has a number of points assigned to it per 

acre.

• 1 point = $1.00 of Gross Sales.

• This is why 4 Horses (200 points per horse) and 20 acres of 
Permanent Pasture (10 points an acre) constitutes a “farm 
operation.”

• (4 * 200) + (10 * 20) = 800 + 200 = 1000 points. Potential to 
make $1,000 dollars in direct sales of agriculture.



Questions, Comments, 
Observations, Rants, or 

Diatribes?



ARMS III
The Changes



ARMS III – Census Integration

•The ARMS III Questionnaire was redesigned 
completely to accomplish one thing.
•Completion of ARMS III means completion of the 

Mandatory Census of Agriculture Report and a 
single contact*.
• *With some very big exceptions.



ARMS III – Census Integration
Respondent Burden

•Reduce Respondent Burden
•ARMS = 24 pages, Census = 24 pages
•Regular Cost & Returns Report Integrated Form = 36 

pages
•Wheat Integrated Form = 40 pages.

• Yes, it is as long as that unmentionable report…

•Take advantages of similarities in content
•Cost efficiencies in survey administration



ARMS III – Census Integration

•What does this accomplish?
•Completed and usable ARMS III data will be 

transferred to Census of Agriculture by 
Headquarters.
• However, data cannot be transferred from Census to 

ARMS III.
• Different due dates.
• While data can be easily aggregated in some sections, 

Headquarters has decided not to disaggregate data. 



ARMS III – Census Integration
For example…

• ARMS Value of Sales

• Census Value of Sales



ARMS III – Census Integration
On the Expansion of the ARMS Questionnaire

•Section A becomes Sections 1-3

•Section B becomes Sections 5-10

•Section C becomes Sections 11-18

•Several additional “Census Only” 
sections



ARMS III – Census Integration

• There are many other changes that will be highlighted as we 
go through the questionnaire.

• Those of you experienced with ARMS and Census will see the 
difference. 

• Those of you that are new, look around. Your experienced 
peers are the first line of people that will be able to help you 
when the questionnaire confuses you.
• And your supervisor. 



The Questionnaire

Tuesday

Sections 1 through 4



ARMS III - Section 1

Very standard survey questions.
Nearly all our surveys ask these questions.



ARMS III -Section 1
Total acres operated must be consistent 
through the entire survey.



ARMS III - Section 1

• Please be aware of this

If Box A and Box C are equal, probe to 
see if you are talking to a landlord. If so, 
screen out.



ARMS III
Section 1

EXCLUDE LAND RENTED ON AN AUM 
OR FEE PER-HEAD BASIS!



ARMS III
Section 1

Principal county: Largest value that where the 
product/assets were produced. This is not  necessarily 
the county with the most acreage.



ARMS III
Section 2



Orchards or Vineyards

• The question came up on what to do with Abandoned 
Orchards and Vineyards (or the ones that are in the 
process of being abandoned).
• I asked Survey Administration for clarification…
• Those acres are to be reported in Section 2, Question 1, 

Part A. 



ARMS III
Section 2



ARMS III
Section 2

This should match Box C 
in Section 1



ARMS III – SECTION 3

• Effectively, this is our Cash Rents Survey. 



ARMS III – SECTION 3



ARMS III – SECTION 4
• This section… reminds you of a certain report, correct?



ARMS III – SECTION 4



Switching Gears



And now… a word from our sponsor.

• The question you all ask me… the question our 
farmers ask you (and me on occasion when I get a 
phone call)…

•WHY SHOULD I DO THIS SURVEY?
• It’s long.
• It ask private financial details.
• What good is it to participate?
• It’s costing me time and money!



Marketing this Report… Part I

•Yes, there is a Part II (Tomorrow). And a Part 
III (Thursday).
•This will tie directly into Part II.
•How?
• You’ll see.



How it’s used by NASS

•Provides annual weights for NASS Prices Paid 
Indexes

•Bureau of Economic Analysis
•Development of U.S. Gross Domestic Product

•Office of Chief Economist
•Calculation of volume of fuels used by type

• Fuel expenditures are broken out on all versions



How it is used by ERS

•ARMS farm expense and off-farm expense data key to 
USDA forecasts.
• Financial reporting & other data releases

• On farm sector, farm businesses, farm households
• Via ERS webinars, web data-tool, & postings

• ERS reports on policy-relevant issues
• Posted on website and available to all

• ERS custom reports (staff analyses)
• Unpublished, for policymakers; Quick turnaround



ERS Farm Financial Reporting

•That’s the 2017 forecast. ERS also provides 
estimates of what did happen.
• For the headline numbers, as well as for component 

expense and revenue items.
• For farm sector, and breakouts

•ARMS provides about ¾ of the data used in the 
farm sector accounts. 



Who Wants This Information? 
Not Just Policymakers

• Input providers
• Cash income drives equipment purchases. What will 

equipment/chemical/seed/feed demand look like? 

• Lenders & Investors
• What are the risks? What guidelines should I use?
• Poor information is worse than pessimistic info

• Extension and farm advisors
• They are how information and advice get to farmers



And lastly…

•Congress, USDA, and others use ARMS-based data.

• Informs Farm Bill discussions, & implementation

WHO HAVE I LEFT OUT IN THIS ENTIRE 
DISCUSSION?



What this is about

•You cannot lose if you do not play…
• Is a flawed logic that many buy into these 
days.

•Not playing, in this case, is tantamount to 
actively hurting yourself. 
•And that’ll be tomorrow. 



WRAP UP

GO TO HAPPY HOUR!



Welcome to Wednesday!

•REVIEW
•Preview:
•More of the questionnaire!
•Sections 5 through 18. 
•We’re handling it different this year

•Up to Section 29



ARMS III – Commodities

•We are not going to go through every single section 
from this part of questionnaire.

• There is enough consistency where we are going to 
have a brief overview of this section using TWO 
commodities as an example.
• And a few extra slide on the points of importance in the other 

sections relevant to California.

• Break out session for both Commodities and Livestock.



ARMS III – Commodities

•Breakout Session
•We have exercises that you will do with your 

supervisors.
• Minimum two

• 1 livestock

• 1 commodity.

• If you work in area where livestock is not a huge, do two 
commodities at the minimum.

• Your supervisor will be given the answer key to go over.



ARMS III – Commodities
• Almost every question between sections 5 through 10 start with this 

very question:

• There are, of course, some significant variations. But this is the core 
question. 



ARMS III – Commodities
• What are those variations?

• And every section specifies what to include or exclude. 

• In general, you will include your landlord’s share and crops grown by 
the OPERATOR under contract.

• In general, you will exclude crops grown on land RENTED TO OTHERS



ARMS III – Commodities
• However, there are some significant variations.

• For Section 8: Nursery, Greenhouse, Floriculture, Sod, Mushrooms, 
Vegetable Seeds, and Propagative Materials

• For Section 9: Vegetables, Potatoes, and Melons

• For Section 10: Fruit, Nuts, and Berries



ARMS III – Commodities
• In Sections 5 through 10, almost all the acreages or area question 

asks some variant of the following question:

• Some sections specify which crop or commodity in question two.

• Other sections go straight to the table that asks for production and 
cash sales. 
• Section 6: Cultivated Christmas Trees 

• Other ask total cash sales as a separate question before breaking it 
out.



ARMS III – Commodities
• Example Below is Field Crops, Section 7



ARMS III – Commodities
• Please note, that Sections 7 through 10 have Crop Codes on 

the bottom of the page.
• These are not the same as the Crop Codes in the respondent 

booklets.
• Sorry, but this is what HQ chose to do over all the RFOs objections.



ARMS III – Commodities
• Example Below is Field Crops, Section 7

CORN 070 54 53500 54 53500

CROP CODE INDICATES 
CORN SILAGE

Please note: The 
reported unit is specified 
in the crop codes

Why would this be the 
case?

Why is this empty?



ARMS III – Commodities
• Example Below is Field Crops, Section 7

CORN 070 54 53500 54 53500

CROP CODE INDICATES 
CORN SILAGE

Please note: The 
reported unit is specified 
in the crop codes

Why would this be the 
case?

Why is this empty?



ARMS III – Commodities
• Example Below is Field Crops, Section 7

CORN 070 54 53500 54

CROP CODE INDICATES 
CORN SILAGE

Please note: The 
reported unit is specified 
in the crop codes

If it was for sale…

85000



ARMS III – Commodities
• Example: Fruit, Nuts, and Berries

• Here, it asks for total before breaking it out. In the case of Fruit, Nuts, 
and Berries, cash sales are only asked here as totals. 

• I’m using Almonds here. Yes, this actual reported data. 

1100 1100

6 000 000



ARMS III – Commodities

ALMONDS 0321 1100 1100

CROP

CROP  CODE

Acreage
These might not always match.



A Note on Baled Cotton

•480 Pound Bales in the national standard.
• In some areas, farmers report 500 pound 
bales.
• First, ask if they’re rounding up.
• Second, ask them if that’s pre-ginned. If so, we 

want the bale weight after ginning.



ARMS III – Livestock
•We are not going to go through every single section 

from this part of questionnaire.

• There is enough consistency where we are going to 
have a brief overview of this section using ONE kind of 
livestock as an example.

•Break out session for both Commodities and 
Livestock.



ARMS III – Livestock

• Almost every question between Sections 11 and 18 ask a variant of 
this question. 

• In fact, the other livestock sections have a much simpler include and 
exclude criteria.



Ownership

Left column will have total 
number of heads in this 

operation; 
regardless of ownership

Right column will has 
total number of 
heads owned by this 
operation

ARMS III – Livestock



ARMS III – Livestock

• Things to note.
• Total Head on Operation vs. Owned by Operation is asked 

in the following sections:
• Section 12: Hogs and Pigs

• Section 13: Horses, Ponies, Mules, Burros, and Donkeys (but 
only for Mules, Burros, and Donkeys)

• Section 16: Poultry

• Section 18: Other Livestock and Livestock Products

• This distinction is not asked in sections 14 (Sheep & Goat), 
15 (Aquaculture), 17 (Colonies of Honey Bees). 



ARMS III - Livestock

Report all heads of Cattle sold or removed (regardless of ownership) in 
2017, classified by two categories, such as: 

1. Calves weighing less than 500 pounds

2. All cattle weighing 500 pounds or more

3. Some sections as for further breakouts of specific livestock by some 
criteria as seen in the example here.
1. Others do not. For example Sections 12 (Hogs and Pigs), Section 13 

(Horses, Ponies, Mules, Burros, and Donkeys), Section  15 (Aquaculture), 
Section 18 (Other Livestock) do not have a specific breakout of certain 
livestock. 



ARMS III – Livestock and Commodities

• Report all cwt. of milk sold or moved (regardless of ownership) in 
2017

• This question is basically asks what livestock product was produced. 
Variations of this question are asked in Sections 14 (Sheep and Goat), 
Section 16 (Poultry, specifically questions regarding Eggs), Section 17 
(Colonies of Honey Bees), Section 18 (Other Livestock and Livestock 
Products). 



ARMS III – Livestock 
Items 5 to 7

• Report all income (in cash or open market) related to cattle or milk 
production in 2017 after subtracting the marketing expenses 
(“Hidden Cost”), such as: 
• Check-off, 

• Drying, 

• Commission, 

• Inspection, 

• Storage, 

• Yardage, etc.

• This applies for all the livestock sections. 

• All income from contracts must be reported in SECTIONS 20 or 21



If a farm has livestock as pets…

•Do I have to count it?
•Yes



Sometimes… people get things wrong…

• In your Survey Interviewers’ Manual, it says that 
transportation costs is a marketing expense…
• This was asked by Jessica LaLonde and Maureen Loeffler.

• I asked DC.

• The Interviewers’ Manual is wrong.

• Transportation (Hauling) is not a marketing expense and is 
asked in Section 29, Question 28, Part A (in both the Regular 
and Wheat Versions)



ARMS III – Livestock

• Income from contracts must be reported in SECTIONS 20 or 21; in this 
section will be reported income from cash or open market sales ONLY



ARMS III – SECTION 19Please note



ARMS III – SECTION 19

•Watch for duplication – cross-check:
• Market values reported here should not be duplicated in 

Section 30, Item 6 (Farm Assets).
• Receipts in Column 6 should not be duplicated in other 

sections, such as Sections 11 – 18.
• Expenses in Column 5 should not show up in Section 29 

(Operating and Capital Expenditures).

•85/45’s may have a similar arrangement.



MARKETING VS. PRODUCTION CONTRACTS

•The ARMS survey has two different contracts by 
definition.

1. MARKETING CONTRACTS.

2. PRODUCTION CONTRACTS.



MARKETING VS. PRODUCTION CONTRACTS

•Marketing Contracts
• Identify an outlet for a commodity and set pricing 

and delivery.
•Operator (Contractee) assumes most of the 

financial risk.
•Common for crops but also used for livestock or 

livestock production. 
•Operator owns the commodity at the start and is 

selling or will sell a finished product. 

Interviewers Manual Page 69



MARKETING VS. PRODUCTION CONTRACTS

•Marketing Contracts
•Operator (Contractee) owns the commodity from 

the starts. 
• Is trying to sell the commodity.
• Example: Cattle Operator owns 100 Beef Cows. 

Negotiates to sell 50 Beef Cows to a slaughter house.



MARKETING VS. PRODUCTION CONTRACTS

•Production Contracts
•Covers the entire production cycle.

• Usually, this means the CONTRACTOR (operation 
purchasing the goods) own the goods at the beginning. 

• Contracts specify responsibilities for the provision and 
payment of expenses by different parties. 

• Set terms for compensation, production practices, and 
removal from the operation.

• Contractor assumes most of the risk. 

Interviewers Manual Page 69



MARKETING VS. PRODUCTION CONTRACTS

•Production Contracts
•Replacement Heifers being grown and fattened at 

on operation but not owned by the operator.
• Some kind of timely fee is paid during the duration the heifer 

are being grown and fattened.

• Input as to what kind of feed is being fed.

• And agreed upon date when the heifers’ physical custody is 
taken by the contractor. 



MARKETING VS. PRODUCTION CONTRACTS

•A General Rule of Thumb: If you’re confused as 
to what kind of contract the operator has, ask 
this question:
• Who owned the commodity at the beginning of the 

commodity’s life cycle? 
• Contractee? Marketing
• Contractor? Production

•As a generally note: There are not many production 
contracts in California.



IM 
Pg.
70



ARMS III – SECTION 20
Please note

Why? Sections 20 and 21 have different crop codes from the previous sections.



• Incorrect commodity code

• Duplication with cash sales in Sections 5-18

• Marketing expenses not excluded – these should be reported in Section 29 
(Operating and Capital Expenditures)

• Landlord shares not excluded – these should be reported in Section 28 
(Landlord’s Share of Crops & Livestock)

• Off-farm storage – if moved off the operation but not marketed, it’s an asset 
to be recorded in Section 30 (Farm Assets)

• Should be a production contract

ARMS III – SECTION 20
COMMON ERRORS



ARMS III – SECTION 20
COMMON COMMODITIES FOR MARKETING 

CONTRACTS

• Milk
• Cotton
• Fruit & Nuts
• Vegetables
• Feed Grains

• Cereal Grains
• Rice
• Peanuts
• Potatoes
• Hay/Silage





ARMS III – SECTION 21
Please note

Why? Sections 20 and 21 have different crop codes from the previous sections.



•Should be a marketing contract

•No contractor expenses recorded in Section 29 
(Operating & Capital Expenditures) 

•Reported as custom work in Section 27 
(Government Payments & Other Farm Related 
Income)

•No non-owned livestock

ARMS III – SECTION 21
COMMON ERRORS



ARMS III – SECTION 21
COMMON COMMODITIES FOR PRODUCTION 

CONTRACTS

• Cattle on Feed
• Hogs
• Broilers
• Turkeys
• Layers

• Pullets/Poults
• Replacement Heifers
• Strawberries
• Seed Crops
• Vegetables



ARMS III Section 22
Does not matter how many years back



ARMS III Section 22

•Natural part of the cycle of marketing, i.e. milk check 
comes a month after delivery
•Deferment may be used as a strategy, i.e. to avoid 

being heavily taxed in a good year 
• For open market and contract sales

Do not confuse with cash sales of commodities held in 
storage from a previous year.



ARMS – SECTION 22
Example Wine grapes



ARMS III Section 23
Census Section

•This section of the census will be used for follow 
on organic surveys.

•Please make sure to indicate the certifier for 
certified organic operations. 

•Exempt farms should not have more than $5,000 
in organic sales in item code 3505



ARMS III Section 23
Census Section



ARMS III Section 24
Census Section

Do these questions seem 
familiar?



ARMS III - Section 24
Census

Value-added products are produced from 
commodities originating from the operation, 
and include activities that increases the 
economic value of the agricultural commodity. 



ARMS III SECTION 25
Census

• This section will be used to sample farms for a follow on from the 
Census, the Local Foods Survey.

• Only farms that produce agricultural commodities that can be food 
for people should report in this section. 
• Farms with hay, floriculture, nursery products, Christmas trees should not 

report sales to consumers or retailers in this section (they may report in the 
value added question in Section 24.)

• A food hub is a centrally located facility with a business management 
structure facilitating the aggregation, storage, processing, 
distribution, and/or marketing of locally/regionally produced food 
products.



ARMS III Section 24

S
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ARMS III Section 26
Census

• This section collects acres which are treated with fertilizers and 
chemicals.

• For fertilized acres, make sure that the number of acres for each of 
the components (cropland and pastureland) treated is less than or 
equal to the number of acres reported in Section 2 (Land Use).

• For certain major crops, application of fertilizers and/or chemicals is 
almost universal.
• For example, the vast majority of corn acres are treated.



ARMS III Section 26

Do these questions seem familiar?



ARMS III Section 26



ARMS III Section 27



ARMS III Section 27



ARMS III Section 27



ARMS III Section 27



ARMS III Section 27



ARMS III Section 27

• If they say both, make them choose. If they cannot, you decide. 



ARMS III Section 28



ARMS III – SECTION 29
Relationships: Things to Consider

• Please remember what livestock or crops they have 
reported. Keep this in mind as you begin this section. 
Somethings should be seen here.
• Crop production: seed, fertilizer, ag chemicals, etc.

• Other expenses may include: fuel, labor, leasing tractors, marketing 
charges

• Crops can be sold for cash or using a marketing contract

• Livestock: Feed, Veterinary Expenses, Veterinary Expenses, etc. 

• Energy expenses.

• Insurance.



ARMS III – SECTION 29
IMPORTANCE

•Relates to virtually every other section in 
the questionnaire

•Need full and complete reporting of 
expenses

•Specific item estimation- sources, enterprise 
budgets



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29 - Wheat



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29 - Wheat
QUESTION 10 IS EXPANDED ON THE WHEAT VERSION



ARMS III Section 29 - Wheat



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29 - Wheat



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29
• Capital purchases

• Should see depreciation expense

• Depreciation expense should not be greater that total value of depreciable 
assets



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29 - Wheat



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29

The more detail here, the better.
Miscellaneous is probably the worst word you 
could write in this box.



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29



ARMS III Section 29

The more detail here, the better.
Miscellaneous is probably the worst word you could write in this box.



ARMS III Section 29

The more detail here, the better.
Miscellaneous is probably the worst word you could write in this box.



And now… a word from our Sponsor

Marketing the Survey, Part II…
Why this data is so important for our 

farmers…



Remember, who uses our data…

• Congress, USDA, and others use ARMS-based data.

• Informs Farm Bill discussions, & implementation

WHO HAVE I LEFT OUT IN THIS ENTIRE 
DISCUSSION?



What this is about

•You cannot lose if you do not play…
• Is a flawed logic that many buy into these 
days.

•Not playing, in this case, is tantamount to 
actively hurting yourself.



How is ARMS used that actually affects our 
farmers?

• Formula allocation of federal funds
• Medicaid, Supplemental Security Income
• Agricultural research & extension, USDA ag lending

• Local planning of public investment
• Public utilities, highways, hospitals

•Private investment
• Local retail & wholesale facilities



Research & Policy Topic: The Farm Bill

•The last Bill was passed in 2014

•Discussion will go on in earnest in 2018
•They won’t wait for 2020 (presidential 
election)
•2018 or 2019 is likely year for passage
•Hearings now, and groups preparing materials



About that farm bill

•National Farmers Union has made 14 
recommendations thus far for the farm bill, 
including…
• Increased spending on the farm bill.
• Changes to Title 1 commodity programs.
• Beginning programs for veterans and socially 

disadvantaged farmers
• Expanding crop insurance options
• Increasing acreage under Conservation Reserve Program.



About that farm bill

• Secretary Perdue on the farm bill…
• “These principles will be used as a road map – they are our way 

of letting Congress know what we’ve heard from the hard-
working men and women of American agriculture. While we 
understand it’s the legislature’s job to write the Farm Bill, USDA 
will be right there providing whatever counsel Congress may 
request or require.”
• Or what he said in Pennsylvania

• Where do you think the USDA is getting the information on the 
state of farming and the socioeconomic status of farmers. 

https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2018/01/24/perdue-announces-usdas-farm-bill-and-legislative-principles-2018
https://twitter.com/twitter/statuses/956977686190096385


Farm Policy: Is Farming a Risky Business?

•Risk management is the rationale for commodity & crop 
insurance programs

•Heritage Foundation (a critic of current programs): 
• “Agricultural Risk is Not a Significant Issue for Most 

Farmers”

•American Enterprise Institute (also a critic)
• “The evidence indicates that farming is in fact a much less 

risky financial enterprise than most other types of 
business...farm household incomes are relatively stable”



USDA, Congress, Farm Groups, Heritage, and AEI All Use ARMS 
to Make Their Arguments

•Keeps the policy debate honest, and focused on 
important issues (rather than made-up facts)

• That’s a credit to NASS FO staff, enumerators, and 
respondents.
• ARMS tells the story of US agriculture, and provides the 

facts needed to make for more effective policy.



Once a Bill is Passed, ARMS is Used to Implement

•Perhaps the Act directs USDA to provide support for 
small farms, or beginning farmers
• Likely to occur in lending or conservation programs.
• How should we define “small”, or “beginning” in the 

context of a lending, or conservation assistance, program?
• Can we create a definition that’s easy to use?
• How does the definition affect the cost? Does it reach the 

group that Congress intended to target?
• ARMS is used to help agencies implement laws effectively.



What’s this all mean?

•Why did I ask you all yesterday, “which group 
was missing?”

•All these policies directly impact the 
financial health of every farmer in this 
country.
•Especially in this state. 



The uses of ARMS Date FOR THE FARMER

• This data and reports are publicly available either on 
the USDA and NASS Websites.
•And, of course, our partners at ERS and their website.
•Now, more than ever before, all this data… a treasure 

trove of data that, quite frankly, academics would 
dream of being able to get on the best of days… is 
freely available.

USE IT!



USE IT!
Okay… how?

• If the American Enterprise Institute, Heritage Foundation, 
Monsanto and many other groups use the ARMS to argue we 
should end policies and programs that are beneficial to 
farmers…

• Farmers can use this very data to argue to their 
policymaker… to continue, to improve, to add on, or create 
policy to benefit themselves and the agricultural industry. 



Engage with the Policymakers…

•Today, the vast majority of policymakers do not 
have an agricultural background.
• Yes, ARMS data fills in many of the gaps.
•And it’s easy to argue, “Oh, they do not care…”

• Make them care.



Why?

•Because it is their livelihood, and yours, and 
mine. 
•Do we really want to leave it to groups and 

organizations that might not really understand the 
intricacies of farming.
• That could actively harm farmers (intentional or not).

•Do we really want to just give up our voice in a day 
and age where we need to be louder than ever?



WRAP UP

EVERYONE GO TO HAPPY 
HOUR



Welcome to Wednesday!

•REVIEW
•Preview:
•More of the questionnaire!
•Sections 30 to the End. 



And now… Section 30… and 
beyond…



ARMS III Section 30

•Why so much detail on a sensitive subject? 
• A complete and accurate financial picture of the 

agricultural sector requires wealth measurement via the 
balance sheet.

•Many of the current financial concerns about 
agriculture involve asset (land values) and debt 
repayment.  



ARMS III Section 30



ARMS III Section 30



ARMS III Section 30



ARMS III Section 30



ARMS III Section 30

• Things to consider
• In section 30 (and 32), only include assets and debt for 

the selected operation
• What if assets are used in multiple operations?

• Item belongs to operations that uses it the most
• If this is the case, record asset value and debt associated with the item

• If not, record in section 37 (business not part of this farm)



ARMS III Section 31

• Multiple renewable energy systems can be reported. 



ARMS III Section 32



ARMS III Section 32



ARMS III Section 32



ARMS III Section 33
Some MAJOR changes…

• Persons, not operators.
• Why?
• Behind the changes: concerns that we are not 

effectively tracking women farmers in ARMS & 
Census.
• From stakeholders & from policymakers

• Their concerns are well-founded



ARMS III Section 33
Some MAJOR changes…

• Census tracked only “principal operators” until 2002, when it 
added 1-2 secondary operators 
• While retaining a “principal operator” designation 

• What does this general approach obscure?
• Doe Farms #1 Farms: Husband runs crop side, wife runs livestock side

• Truly joint: Husband only is counted in 2002

• Doe Dairy #2: father, three children; mother handles business side
• Father only is counted in 2002; 3 family members in 2016

• That is, we force (not very) complex operations into simple



ARMS III Section 33
Some MAJOR changes…

• In 2012 census, there were 288,264 women principal 
operators (13.7% of total), and 681,408 women secondary 
operators (would not have been counted in 2002).
• 1,181,152 farms listed a single operator

• 785,531 listed two operators

• 142,620 listed three or more

• But, enumerators and other stakeholders argue that many 
operations don’t list the wife as an operator, even when she 
is heavily involved in the business.



ARMS III Section 33
Some MAJOR changes…

• ERS looked at farms with >$349,999 in sales, a male principal 
operator, and a spouse working at least 1,000 hours on the 
farm:
• 17,835 farms: 4,151 do not list her as an operator

• As above, except $150,000-$349,999 in sales:
• 11,895 farms: 2,676 do not list her as operator

• So, some ARMS statistical evidence supports enumerator 
comments



ARMS III Section 33
Some MAJOR changes…

•So NASS convened an advisory panel
•National Institute of Statistical Sciences 
(NISS)...
•...which made recommendations...
•NASS & ERS aim to implement in 2017



ARMS III Section 33



ARMS III Section 33
Things to note. 

• Item 1: “Persons involved in decisions” instead of “operators”
• Define by the activity, not the title

• Do not start with “principal” operator

• The committee thought that “operator” provided a clue to select the 
husband and exclude the wife, even if she is involved in decisions for 
the farm business.

• Involved in decisions “for this operation”, meaning “on behalf of”
• Not a contractor representative; not a hired consultant; not the consulting 

veterinarian. Instead, persons who are involved in decisions on behalf of the 
business.



ARMS III Section 33
Things to note. 

•“Most responsible for decisions on this 
operation”
•Basically, if the farm goes under, who bears 
the brunt of that financial ruin?
• Is it the hired consultant? The neighbor who 

gives advice? No.



ARMS III Section 33



ARMS III Section 33



ARMS III Section 33



ARMS III Section 33



ARMS III Section 33



ARMS III Section 33



ARMS III Section 33



ARMS III Section 34

• Item 3: all migrant workers, regardless of legal status.



ARMS III Section 34



ARMS III Section 35



ARMS III Section 36

• Q3: Any category may be organized as an LLC under state law. Get this 
information first! 



ARMS III Section 36



ARMS III Section 36

Q4: Legal Status for tax purposes
• Family operation – no partners and no shareholders (most 

common)
• Typically file a IRS form F
• Often married couple if not legally organized as a partnership 
• Could be an LLC

• Legal partnership – two or more people 
• Partners must be owners but may not be operators
• Not landlord-tenant 



ARMS III Section 36

• C-Corporation 
• Limited liability (could be single-owner LLC)
• Pay income tax separately from owners
• Greater options for untaxed fringe benefits to employees

• S-Corporation (small business corp.; <101 shareholders)
• No corporate tax; net income is instead passed through to be 

taxed on the stockholder (individual, couple, or partnership). 
• Other. Main types include:

• Estate, Trust, Cooperative, Grazing association 



ARMS III Section 36



ARMS III Section 37

•Why are asking this?
• To meet Congressional and executive mandates:

• USDA Release No. 0383.93, May 1993—Secretary requires farm household income be reported 
concurrent with farm income.

•Why? To inform policy and implement better laws 
regarding farmers and farm households 
• Cannot understand decisions of farm business owners 

without a complete picture of their income, assets, and 
debt



How it affects farmers… 
Payment Limits

•Proposals to deny eligibility for commodity or 
conservation program payments if total or off-farm 
household income exceeds certain thresholds
• Enforcement based on income tax returns (you bring in 

your return when applying).
• But analysis of likely coverage and impacts is based on 

ARMS.
• How many farms, and how much money, would be 

affected? How would this change with thresholds?



ARMS III Section 37



ARMS III Section 37



ARMS III Section 37



ARMS III Section 37



ARMS III Section 37



ARMS III Section 37



ARMS III Section 37



ARMS III Section 37



ARMS III Section 37



ARMS III Section 37
Why do we need off-farm debt?

•Off-farm debt information is needed and 
combined with farm business assets and debt for 
full picture of sector financial status.
• Farm debt is secured with both off-farm and on-

farm resources.



ARMS III Section 37



ARMS III WHEAT – SECTION 38

Reported amounts should 

correspond with total wheat 

production reported in Section 7



ARMS III WHEAT – SECTION 38



ARMS III WHEAT – SECTION 38



ARMS III Section 38 Regular, 39 Wheat



ARMS III Section 38 Regular, 39 Wheat



And now… a final word from our sponsor…
Marketing the Survey, Part III

• An old friend once told me… in how to market this survey…
• We don't want to make them mandatory as we realize that 

there will be times when you just aren't able to give us the 
data. 

• We rely on your cooperation in collecting data. We are not an 
enforcement agency so therefore, we prefer to inform the 
public to the value and uses of the data.

• We collect data to accurately and honestly represent the wide 
variety of farming arrangements. And we hope that means 
favorable results for you. I'm here to help you complete this 
form in a short period of time and answer any question about 
this report.



SEAC



And the big one…

CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE
• Ongoing

• Initial mailing in December. 
• Close to three million operations.

• Approximately 120,000 in the Pacific Region

• Data Collection runs through July. 



CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE



Spring Workload (and Beyond)

• March
• Acreage, Production, and Stocks (APS): February 27 – March 15, 2018 

• Hogs: February 26 – March 16, 2018

• April
• Milk: March 31 – April 11, 2018.



Incentives, Expectations, & Safety



Due Dates

• March 2: 15% returned

• March 9: 25% returned

• March 16: 40% returned

• March 23: 60% returned

• March 30: 80% returned

• April 6: 90% returned

• April 18: 100% returned.

• Late adds: … Check the weekly bulletin 



Pacific RFO Final Words



Dismissed

Enumerators, meet with your supervisor.

Everyone have a safe trip


